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autocad 2014 features a new, completely redesigned user interface. this
version of the popular autocad program enables you to open, save, and
print files directly from the default program. with its new user interface
and enhanced features, autocad 2014 is easier to use and provides a
more intuitive experience. it now has greater speed, stability, and
reliability, and it includes new charting and plotting tools. the pc version
of autocad lets you create 2d or 3d design, charts, lists, 3d plans, form
assemblies or drawings without the use of the mouse. it allows you to edit
text, use an extensive set of graphic tools, be more productive with the
user friendly controls. the interactive drawing features allow you to make
changes, drawing and to add values of properties, choose from thousands
of settings of the drawings, access the drawing history and also easy
markup that allows the re-position of a point, line, polygon, or text. the
tablet version of autocad allows you to edit text, use an extensive set of
graphic tools, being more productive with the user friendly controls. the
interactive drawing features allow you to make changes, drawing and to
add values of properties, choose from thousands of settings of the
drawings, access the drawing history and also easy markup that allows
the re-positioning of a point, line, polygon, or text. in addition, you can
share your drawings and drawings with others using the network service
of the software.
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all rights reserved. autodesk and autocad are registered trademarks or
trademarks of autodesk, inc. in the usa and/or other countries. all other
trademarks are the property of their respective owners. use it to save

drawings as pdf, dwg, dwf, dxf, png, bmp, and jpg formats. it allows you
to transfer drawings to other. these are the updated versions of autocad

that are compatible with.autocad 2012 (sp1) is available in english,
spanish, czech, and polish. autocad 2013 (sp1) is available in english,

spanish, chinese, czech, dutch, russian, polish, and persian. autocad 2013
(sp2) is available in english, spanish, chinese, czech, french, dutch,

russian, polish, and brazilian portuguese. autocad 2013 (sp3) is available
in english, spanish, chinese, czech, russian, polish, brazilian portuguese,
filipino, and italian. autocad 2013 (sp4) is available in english, spanish,
chinese, czech, french, dutch, russian, polish, and brazilian portuguese.

autocad 2013 (sp5) is available in english, spanish, chinese, czech, french,
dutch, russian, polish, and filipino. autocad 2013 (sp6) is available in

english, spanish, chinese, czech, french, dutch, russian, polish, filipino,
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and brazilian portuguese. autodesk automotive’s solidworks mechanical
2011 (sp4) is available in english, spanish, chinese, czech, french, dutch,
russian, polish, and brazilian portuguese. autodesk autocad mobile 2013

(sp2) is available in english, spanish, chinese, czech, french, dutch,
russian, polish, and brazilian portuguese. autodesk cam 2012 is available

in english, spanish, chinese, czech, french, dutch, russian, polish, and
filipino. autodesk inventor 2012 is available in english, spanish, chinese,

czech, french, dutch, russian, polish, and brazilian portuguese.
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